CBS, Buckley to visit Notre Dame

By EDWARD IMBUS

William Buckley, one of the leading and most respected conservative voices in America, will be speaking on "Reflections on Our Current Contentions" at the Stepan Center on Tuesday night at 7:30.

The lecture will be followed by a question and answer session on stage with Buckley, and later a reception open to the public. CBS National News will also be on campus, following Buckley to Notre Dame to gather information and tape footage of Buckley for a feature story on the news magazine show "Eye to Eye."

Buckley, most well-known for his Emmy-winning PBS TV show "Firing Line," comes to Notre Dame with distinguished credentials. After graduating from Yale University with honors, he founded the conservative journal "National Review" in 1955. Buckley has also authored best-selling books such as "Right Reason," and currently serves as editor of the paper.

Buckley has been given several awards and honorariums, the most notable being the Presidential Medal of Freedom. He has also received over 35 honorary degrees.

He has served in the federal government as a high level official through many administrations, from being appointed to the U.S. Information agency to the National Security Council and the United Nations.

Tickets to the lecture cost $3 for members of the Notre Dame community and $5 for the general public. According to the sponsoring Student Union Board, tickets are still available at the La Fortune Information desk. The reception in the Donley Room of La Fortune after the lecture is open to all, free of charge.

Dou glyc discuss health care reform

By VIVIAN GEMBARA

With health care rationing an inevitable part of the future, it is important that citizens put their directional equipment up front and make sure values are taken into account, according to Charles Dougherty, professor of philosophy and director of center for Health Policy and Ethics at Creighton University.

Speaking to a full auditorium at the Center for Continuing Education on Friday, Dougherty was the guest lecturer for the seventh annual Phillip Clark Family Conference. His discussion focused on the ethical dimensions of health care rationing.

According to Dougherty, rationing is the equitable distribution of a resource, and he said he was in favor of it. With rationing, Dougherty explained, all Americans would be provided coverage, and the increasing cost of health care would be more controllable.

"We have thirty-five million uninsured, and we spend more money on health care than any other country. One out of every seven dollars is spent on health care," he said.

The current health care program is not working due to the numerous "eligibility requirements," Dougherty said.

Excessive paperwork, age, income, geography, employment and physical background are some examples Dougherty offered.

His opinion on the Clinton administration was favorable in that they are determined to provide universal health coverage. According to Dougherty, their fault is that they aren't admitting up front that health care rationing will be included.

Dougherty referred to the philosopher Immanuel Kant and various Catholic teachings as a basis for his explanation of moral duties in regard to providing health care. With the understanding that human dignity is a basis for human rights, he supported the idea that all should receive health care. Because all humans are equal, he said, rationing is an ethical means by which to evenly distribute the resources. Dougherty's recurring point on equality was the Catholic teaching that special responsibility be paid to the poor, sick and disadvantaged.

"We have to simply suspend people's condition, treat them regardless of how they are regarded by society," Dougherty said. "Human life has dignity because it is a part of God, health care is not something one sells or gives to another but it is a social and communal convention."

Specific points were made by Dougherty as guidelines for health care. His primary point was that rationing be justified in every case. Citizens should expect to pay a responsible level of tax for the care, he said. The need to remain focused on working towards a common goal was also stressed.

Dougherty suggested that extensive research, involving statistical and outcomes experiments, be implemented in order to find the best solution.

In his criteria for health care rationing, Dougherty warned against creating a plan specific to the poor while the middle class and higher continue to use the system to their individual limits. While a two-tier system is seemingly inevitable, people must share the majority of benefits and restrictions to get, he explained.

Dougherty cited Oregon's recent health care changes as a potential problem for their plan.

"Rationing is an inevitable part of the future, he said. "It is a social and communal part of life."

Disadvantages to rationing include the potential for premature deaths, lower quality of life and the possible inequity towards the poor, according to Dougherty. He also warned against the dangerous effects rationing could have on the doctor/patient relationship.

While rationing is an inevitable part of the future, he supported the idea that doctors not be a direct part of the rationing process. Rationing should be left to the expertise of the social level of society, not the individual level, according to Dougherty.

Dougherty received his Ph.D. in the mid-1970s from Notre Dame and has spent his entire career at Creighton University, where he instructs medical and dental students.

Parietal resolution passes

By KATE CRISHAM

The Office of Student Affairs has approved a Student Senate resolution recommending that the morning parietal policy be changed from 11 a.m. to 10 a.m. every day, according to Student Body President Frank Flynn.

A letter from Vice President of Student Affairs Patricia O'Hara to Flynn states that the resolution will become effective at the beginning of the Fall semester 1994.

The resolution, which was initiated by the Student Senate, was approved unanimously by the Campus Life Council (CLC) before being sent to Student Affairs.

In her letter, O'Hara stated that her decision to approve the resolution "was influenced by the vocality with which the issue was heard." She said that the unanimous decision of the CLC to support the resolution, as well as support from various rectors implies a "level of consensus" of support for the change.

Flynn was pleased that the Student Senate was responsible for initiating the resolution.

"The letter said that she was influenced by the 'consensus' of support all over campus," said Flynn. "It was nice that it was a student group that was able to bring about that change."

"The wishes of the students are being heard," he said. "I commend Student Affairs for approving the resolution."
"Drivers, start your engines!

Welcome to the fourth annual "Drivers, start your engines!"

37 killed as massive tornado strikes the southeast U.S.

PIEDMONT

A tornado crossed the cove in a church roofed with Palm Sunday wood, killing 19 people. Eighteen others died as twisters and violent thunderstorms tore through the Southeast, but seriously check-killing other churches, hundreds of houses and a nursing home.

"One man ran down the aisle yelling 'Get on the floor!'" said worshipper Elvanna Acker, 63. "Then the roof came down. The woman right next to me died."

"People were praying," she said. "People were worrying about their grandchildren."

A nursery filled with children in a church wing did not collapse.

Sixteen bodies were found inside the church, and a man was found Outside in a van, apparently killed by part of a toppled telephone pole. Cherokee County Sheriff's deputies in Acworth, Ga. 17th victim died while being driven to a hospital, and a 19th died at a hospital.

The tornadoes were part of an intense spring storm system that began with moist, unstable air off the Gulf of Mexico early Sunday.

Group documents art 'censorship'

WASHINGTON

Artistic freedom is under attack from both the right and the left, and such challenges often have the "chilling effect" of scaring artists into censoring themselves, a civil liberties group says. Objections to controversial art on longer grab national headlines, but they are proliferating at the local level, according to "Artistic Freedom Under Attack, Volume III," a report released today by People for the American Way. In 62 percent of the 204 incidents the report documented, challenges were the result of getting artwork removed permanently or temporarily, restricting the public's access to it, having it covered up or altered, cutting funding for an artist or arts organization or canceling a planned exhibit. Artists sometimes go along to get along, it said. "Restriction or removal can come from the outside or take the form of a more insidious chilling effect that leads to self-censorship by artists," the report said.

Change imminent in Italian elections

ROME
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Army victorious in ROTC 'Warrior Challenge'

By DAVID OLKOWSKI
News Writer

Notre Dame cadets and mid­shipmen battled it out in the first Warrior Challenge on Sun­day afternoon between the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps ROTC units at Notre Dame.

The event was directed un­der the Notre Dame ROTC Joint Chiefs of Staff/JCS, a first of its kind command within ROTC. It consisted of activities and exer­cises conducted by each service with a male team from each service and Army and Navy/Marine combined female teams. Each team had eight to ten participants.

The men’s Army team took overall first place in the Chal­lenge, which had competition in physical fitness, run by the Navy; weapons assembly, con­ducted by the Army; a group teamwork task, supervised by Air Force; and land navigation, directed by the Marines.

Army C/Capt. Patrick Martin directed the overall competition, said, “The unique thing about the competition was that it combined understanding of joint exercises and procedures for each service’s physical fitness tests.”

Most participants agreed that the first Warrior Challenge was a huge success for all those who participated.

Air Force team member C/ILt Sean Keene said, “The greatest part of the Warrior Challenge was that I attained a better un­derstanding of joint exercises and a better appreciation of how each ROTC unit conducts its missions.”

"Reflections on Current Contentions"

Tuesday, March 29
7:30PM  Stepan Center
$3 Students, Faculty, and Staff  $5 General Public

Reception to follow in the Dooley Room, LaFortune Student Center
Tickets available at the LaFortune Info Desk

ST. EDWARD'S HALL FORUM

Coach Holtz
Speaks on
"FOOTBALL AT NOTRE DAME"
Monday, March 28
7:30 p.m.
at St. Edward's Hall

Elizabeth Macor...
This year for your BIRTHDAY, try a tea bag!

Love,
The Kids at Dorita's Holiday Camp!

Carlson Travel Network

Europe!!
Travelmore/Carlson Travel Network is your local Europe Travel Specialist
Let us send you to Europe!

*Airfares Special STUDENT & FACULTY rates. Low airfares to Europe.
* Rail Passes Rail Passes issued in our office! No service fee.
* Experience Over 20 years experience working with Notre Dame & Saint Mary’s students and faculty travelling to Europe. We know Europe — let us plan your trip!

1723 South Bend Ave.
- Next to the Notre Dame campus -
(219)271-4880
Local conservatives gain ground in France

By ELAINE GANLEY
Associated Press

PARIS

The second round of local elections on Sunday was expected to consolidate the conservatives' grip on powerful district councils and comfort the government of Premier Edouard Balladur.

After the polls closed, Balladur moved to end a cycle of often-violent street protests over his program to pay youth below sub-minimum wages, telling students he was ready for a dialogue.

"It is my responsibility and my duty as head of government to answer what is a call by youth," Balladur said on national television.

The election Sunday was the second round in voting for local councils.

Interior Minister Charles Pasqua said it appeared the conservatives would increase their seats in the powerful councils, a comfort to the government beleaguered by the student protests and unable to cap a climbing unemployment rate, now at 12.2 percent.

The first round gave the conservatives 46.6 percent of the vote.

But he noted the "questions, concerns, troubled spirits" that accompanied his jobs plan for youth, which was supposed to cut the 25 percent unemployment rate among the nation's youth.

The elections were the first big test of voter sentiment since the government of Premier Balladur's government has lost some of its sheen after giving in on various demands to striking employees of Air France and striking fishermen.

The election Sunday was the second round in voting for local councils.

The vote did not directly affect Ciller's coalition government, in power for nine months.

Conservative Pasqua said it appeared the conservatives would increase their seats in the powerful councils, a comfort to the government beleaguered by the student protests and unable to cap a climbing unemployment rate, now at 12.2 percent.

The first round gave the conservatives 46.6 percent of the vote.

But he noted the "questions, concerns, troubled spirits" that accompanied his jobs plan for youth, which was supposed to cut the 25 percent unemployment rate among the nation's youth.

The elections were the first big test of voter sentiment since the government of Premier Bahadur's government has lost some of its sheen after giving in on various demands to striking employees of Air France and striking fishermen.

The election Sunday was the second round in voting for local councils.

The vote did not directly affect Ciller's coalition government, in power for nine months.

Still, heavy losses by her True Path Party and its allies could increase demands for elections before her term expires in 1996.

Early results, based on 8 percent of the vote, showed Ciller's party leading with 27 percent. The main opposition Motherland ranked second with 20 percent, while the Islamic fundamentalist Welfare Party received 18 percent, according to the state news agency, Anadolu. Final results could take days.

If the trend continues, it will cushion Ciller from critics who hold her responsible for the nation's deepening economic crisis, which includes rising inflation and a 70 percent devaluation in the Turkish lira.

Some Turks have been forced to take second jobs to make ends meet.

At the same time, the military has been unable to control Kurdish rebels seeking autonomy in southeastern Turkey. Security forces guarded 127,000 polling stations, but failed to stop rebel-linked violence.

The Kurdish-dominated south is a key tourism industry with a vast potential.

Kurdish rebels seeking autonomy in southeastern Turkey.

Security forces guarded 127,000 polling stations, but failed to stop rebel-linked violence.

In Istanbul, the explosion at St. Sophia injured tourists from Spain, Germany and the Netherlands.

The museum, once a Byzantine church that was turned into a mosque, is one of the country's top tourist sites. There was apparently no damage to the museum.

An anonymous caller to newspapers said the attack was carried out by the Kurdistan Workers Party, or PKK, which has tried to cripple Turkey's crucial tourism industry with a spree of attacks.

In the southeast, eight people were killed Sunday by land mines believed planted by Kurdish rebels.

Two people died in clashes in western Turkey.

At least 48 villages in Igdir and Tunceli provinces boycotted the elections.

Large groups of foreign election observers traveled to the southeast, where the army increased its troop strength from 250,000 to 350,000. Observers complained Turkish authorities denied them access to various towns.
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Student forum ends ‘Keeping the Faith’ series

By ETHAN HAYWARD
New Writer

Sharing their experiences with sexuality, a panel of four current students and one former student of Notre Dame spoke in the third and final installment of the “Keeping the Faith” series of presentations last night in the LaFortune ballroom. According to the speakers, they hoped to not necessarily provide the listeners with outright answers to questions of sexuality, but rather to provide them with guidelines so that they may come to their own resolutions.

The presentation began with Patricia, a sophomore, who spoke about her own struggle in coming to love herself and how loving oneself is essential in intimate relationships. She said that a recent relationship had presented her with an opportunity to grow and to learn about herself and others.

“Someone you care about not caring about you doesn’t measure your self-worth,” she said.

Patricia concluded by stating that she has still not found all the answers to all of her questions and that, in time, she will find the answers within herself.

Carl, a junior, began with a song he had prepared in order to illuminate his stance. According to his song, “All who live in love live in God” and “We are Christians by our love.”

Carl had originally entered Notre Dame to begin a program with Moreau Seminary, but has recently developed a relationship with a fellow student. “I guess God might have other plans,” he said.

According to Carl, some of the most important things in relationships are respect, honesty, and partners’ not trying to change each other accepting of their individual desires. He said that resolutions of intimacy come from the two people involved in an intimate relationship, not from people outside of it, and that those resolutions set boundaries to guide the two people and keep them pro-

Cherubini/Kramer win election

By KARA MASUCCI
New Writer

Saint Mary’s College Residence Hall Association (RHA) held elections for the 1994-1995 officers last Friday.

Two tickets ran for the positions. The first ticket included Jennifer Cherubini for president, Amy Kramer for vice-president, Kathy Pileavage for treasurer, and Rebecca Turton for secretary. The other ticket included Laura Marklevitz, president; Julie Barnicle, vice-president; Ann Zielienka, treasurer; and Ann Aasbrown, secretary. Cherubini’s ticket won with 48.28% of the vote. Marklevitz’s ticket collected 20% of the vote and 31.72% abstained. However, according to election commissioner Deb Sheedy, voter turnout was low.

“We tried something new this year to improve the voter turnout. We had people vote in their dorms instead of in the dining halls, where elections are usually held. We thought that since RHA deals with students and their dorms that this might be a good idea,” stated Sheedy.

“However, since RHA is new and many people don’t know about it, we had a bad turnout,” Sheedy added.

RHA is an association aimed at improving residential life, and Cherubini plans to do that. “Once we have meetings next year, we would like to have a suggestion box. I think that we need to improve communication with the student body and the student government in order to fulfill student needs,” said Cherubini.

Cherubini stated that she and the other officers have many new ideas that they plan to implement next year. Ideas include a food drive for the poor at Thanksgiving, inviting alumni to speak about their careers, bringing cable into the dorms, and extending privileges for seniors. Also, Cherubini feels it is important to get involved with the South Bend community.

“We plan to organize volunteering at a women’s shelter. We are an all-female college and we should create a bond

New Summer Session Course

Department of Theology

Theology 290: Christianity and World Religions
Professor Bradley Malkovsky
Call #: 0412
M-T-W-H-F, 9:10 - 10:10

The purpose of this course is to introduce the student to the basic teachings and spiritualities of Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and Islam. We will approach these religions both historically and theologically, seeking to determine where they converge and differ from Christianity on such perennial issues as death, meaning, the nature of the ultimate Mystery, the overcoming of suffering, etc. We will also examine some traditional and contemporary Catholic and Protestant approaches to religious pluralism.
Elections

continued from page 5

with women in need," stated Cherubini.

Despite the closing of the traditionally senior Augusta Hall, Cherubini feels she will be able to fulfill her campaign promises.

“We are going to implement everything that we stated during our campaign,” said Cherubini.

Shredy feels that Cherubini will be able to improve RHA and make a difference on the campus.

“Jen has served on the LeMans Hall Council and works really hard. RHA is what you make of it and Jen has a lot of potential,” said Shredy.

Since Cherubini is a freshman this year, she will be around for three more years in order to get things accomplished.

“I’m excited for the future because the winning ticket is young. They will be able to plan for long-term goals, not just one-year goals,” stated Colette Shaw, the RHA adviser.

“So, [Cherubini and Kramer] will be going with me to a RHA conference in Arizona this summer where they will see that Saint Mary’s has a lot of potential. People think that because we are a small school we can not get things done; however, when [Cherubini and Kramer] see the broad spectrum of schools in the nation and what they are able to accomplish, then they will know that we can do many things,” added Shaw.

The 1994-1995 officers of RHA will work to improve Saint Mary’s for the students now and the students of the future.

“We are excited, and anxious to start implementing change,” stated Cherubini.

HELP WORLD HUNGER

COALITION WITH

EASTER FOOD

BASKETS!

MONDAY, MARCH 28

AT STEPAN CENTER

2:00-4:00 PM ASSEMBLE

4:00-7:00 PM DISTRIBUTE
Rules of education adapted to stop abuse

By THERESA ALEMAN
News Writer

Monday, March 28, 1994

As you enter the Notre Dame Office of Alcohol and Drug Education, there is a slogan that reads, "In memory of Mara Rose Fox, November 13, 1993," a 19-year-old freshman at Notre Dame, students know, Fox, aFreshman, was struck and killed the weekend of the Florida State game, by an allegedly drunk driver.

Have students learned anything from this tragic memory? This question comes to mind especially in the light of the recent St. Patrick’s Day S.U.D.S. road stampede where thousands of kegs of beer at Lafayette Square. Is drinking a necessary rite of passage at Notre Dame?

"Drinking at Notre Dame is an ancient custom and it is considered to be a part of the Notre Dame Tradition," students drink because it is part of the culture here," says this statement as the University Counseling Center (UCC) brochure published in 1987 by the University Counseling Center.

Obviously, drinking occurs at Notre Dame and among Notre Dame students. But what about "serious" drugs like cocaine or marijuana?

Mark Pogue, coordinator of the office of Alcohol and Drug Education, reports, "We get very few people in here with drug abuse problems. We probably talk to people last semester with marijuana problems and no people in cocaine or other drug problems. About the only reason we’ve seen people with these problems is in the case that they were some kind of treatment students.

"The vast majority of people who come here for evaluation or to seek counseling are here for alcohol abuse and are here by referral from residence life officials or rectors," said Pogue.

As for university policy regarding alcohol and smoking, it has evolved over the years in part because of problems, but mostly because of the evolution of litigation practices. All rules must be very clearly discussed in order to avoid any confusion or misinterpretation that could lead to legal problems.

The 1993-1994 du Lac has now and then a page statement of the university’s alcohol policy and regulations, a four-page brochure entitled "Take the influence of alcohol and drugs, and a two-page section of smoking policy. To insure that students understand the rules, freshmen are required to attend discussions on drug and alcohol policies at Notre Dame upon enrollment at the university.

University of Texas

Alcohol Policy: Students under the age of twenty-one are not allowed to possess alcohol in accordance with state law. Students over the age of twenty-one are permitted to consume alcohol in non-public areas, such as their dorm rooms. The consumption of alcohol in common or public areas is prohibited. Alcohol may be served at parties as long as the attendees are of age.

Failure to comply with this policy can result in legal action by the state and disciplinary action by the university. According to Doug James, university director of housing and student life, each case is evaluated individually by his office. The first penalty for a violation of this policy is a fine and probation. Subsequent offenses will be cause for dismissal from the university.

Washington University

Alcohol Policy: Underage drinking is not tolerated at BU. Drinking is a violation of the campus code of conduct. If violation of this policy face a three hundred dollar fine from the state of Massachusetts and a fine and probation from the university.

If a student faces severe restrictions on their consumption of alcohol, while drinking is tolerated by the university, the transport of alcohol is not. Any student found in possession of any sort, they tap into the phone systems of those suspected and listen for evidence that they’re involved in something," said Zidon.

Drugs aren’t strictly enforced on campus, but\ndrugs are easily accessible on campus. "All you have to do is ask anyone, I mean anyone, they’ll point you in the right direction."

Zidon also mentioned that students can bring a "party" in her dorm alone. Zidon noted that at a recent bust, the police carried 12 jars of drugs and paraphernalia from a dealer’s room following a two hour search.

"If they suspect drug activity on more than 72 ounces of alcohol (roughly a six-pack) anywhere beyond the walls of his dorm or her dorm room is subject to a university fine."

Drinking Policy: Any student caught using illegal drugs on the campus of Washington University faces a disciplinary hearing that usually results in the student’s dismissal from the school.

Smoking Policy: Smoking is permitted at BU, and students are divided by room into smokers and non-smokers.

Washington State University

Alcohol Policy: "I know of ten people that have dropped out because of drug use," said Zidon.
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According to sophomore Jen Zidon, drugs are easily accessible on campus. "All you have to do is ask anyone, I mean anyone, they’ll point you in the right direction."

Zidon also mentioned that students can bring a "party" in her dorm alone. Zidon noted that at a recent bust, the police carried 12 jars of drugs and paraphernalia from a dealer’s room following a two hour search.

"If they suspect drug activity on more than 72 ounces of alcohol (roughly a six-pack) anywhere beyond the walls of his dorm or her dorm room is subject to a university fine."
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Alcohol Policy: 'I've seen students drink in class," said sophomore Mark Klapper. Enforcement is very lax at best. "Resident Assistants are very open, and as long as you don’t create any problems, very few citations are even written up," said Klapper.

Drinking is even an integral part of student government-sponsored events. The 50-spon-

sors happy hours and keg parties monthly. Klapper thinks this open attitude about alcohol may help limit problems. "No one here drinks to break the rules or see if they can think in the elevator. They just drink to relax and have a good time," he said.

Drug Policy: Washington State University has no official drug policy. That's the reason behind the head of the campus police. Students can choose to live on smoke free floors, and the university still maintains several smoking areas and lounges throughout campus. Full adoption of the smoke-free stance is not expected for several years.
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Alcohol Policy: Students under the age of twenty-one are not allowed to possess alcohol in accordance with state law. Students over the age of twenty-one are permitted to consume alcohol in non-public areas, such as their dorm rooms. The consumption of alcohol in common or public areas is prohibited. Alcohol may be served at parties as long as the attendees are of age.

Failure to comply with this policy can result in legal action by the state and disciplinary action by the university. According to Doug James, university director of housing and student life, each case is evaluated individually by his office. The first penalty for a violation of this policy is a fine and probation. Subsequent offenses will be cause for dismissal from the university.
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Drinking is tolerated by the university, the transport of alcohol is not. Any student found in possession of any sort, they tap into the phone systems of those suspected and listen for evidence that they’re involved in something," said Zidon.

Drugs aren’t strictly enforced on campus, but drugs are easily accessible on campus. "All you have to do is ask anyone, I mean anyone, they’ll point you in the right direction."

Zidon also mentioned that students can bring a "party" in her dorm alone. Zidon noted that at a recent bust, the police carried 12 jars of drugs and paraphernalia from a dealer’s room following a two hour search.
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Failure to comply with this policy can result in legal action by the state and disciplinary action by the university. According to Doug James, university director of housing and student life, each case is evaluated individually by his office. The first penalty for a violation of this policy is a fine and probation. Subsequent offenses will be cause for dismissal from the university.

Boston University

Alcohol Policy: Underage drinking is not tolerated at BU. Blood alcohol content of those found guilty of violation of this policy face a three hundred dollar fine from the state of Massachusetts and a fine and probation from the university. Off campus, students face severe restrictions on their consumption of alcohol.

Drinking is tolerated by the university, the transport of alcohol is not. Any student found in possession of any sort, they tap into the phone systems of those suspected and listen for evidence that they’re involved in something," said Zidon.

Drugs aren’t strictly enforced on campus, but drugs are easily accessible on campus. "All you have to do is ask anyone, I mean anyone, they’ll point you in the right direction."

Zidon also mentioned that students can bring a "party" in her dorm alone. Zidon noted that at a recent bust, the police carried 12 jars of drugs and paraphernalia from a dealer’s room following a two hour search.

"If they suspect drug activity on more than 72 ounces of alcohol (roughly a six-pack) anywhere beyond the walls of his dorm or her dorm room is subject to a university fine."

Drinking Policy: Any student caught using illegal drugs on the campus of Washington University faces a disciplinary hearing that usually results in the student’s dismissal from the school.

Smoking Policy: Smoking is permitted at BU, and students are divided by room into smokers and non-smokers.

Washington State University

Alcohol Policy: 'I've seen students drink in class," said sophomore Mark Klapper. Enforcement is very lax at best. "Resident Assistants are very open, and as long as you don’t create any problems, very few citations are even written up," said Klapper.

Drinking is even an integral part of student government-sponsored events. The 50-spon-

sors happy hours and keg parties monthly. Klapper thinks this open attitude about alcohol may help limit problems. "No one here drinks to break the rules or see if they can think in the elevator. They just drink to relax and have a good time," he said.

Drug Policy: Washington State University has no official drug policy. That's the reason behind the head of the campus police. Students can choose to live on smoke free floors, and the university still maintains several smoking areas and lounges throughout campus. Full adoption of the smoke-free stance is not expected for several years.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Students reflect during Sexual Assault Awareness Week

C.A.R.E. stands out against sexual assault

Dear Editor,

We, the chairpersons of ND/SMC C.A.R.E. (Campus Alliance for Rape Elimination), would like to explain the purpose of the letters found in today's Viewpoint. These letters were written by ND/SMC students whose lives have been touched by sexual assault. We thank and commend them for their courage and honesty for writing about such a personal and difficult issue to talk about strained gender relations, society, and Notre Dame and to offer a step towards a solution.

We have all heard or said "Dating here stinks," "Notre Dame men are..." or "Notre Dame women don't..." many times. Many students are not satisfied with gender relations at Notre Dame. Where do these problems come from and how can we improve the situation? I agree with Ms. O'Neill that gender problems do not exist at Notre Dame alone. The strained relations at Notre Dame reflect many problems present in society. Because it is unlikely we can change all of society during our time at Notre Dame, I am interested in concentrating on the problems at Notre Dame, keeping in mind the effects of society. One way I propose to do this is through the upcoming Gender Relations Workshop on March 26.

This workshop has been planned by members of the Gender Relations Committee for the purpose of increasing understanding and communication between men and women at Notre Dame. It will involve interesting and provocative presentations and discussions about gender relations in society and at Notre Dame. Open and relaxed, we hope to provide a comfortable environment for men and women to share and explore. If men and women here learn more about each other and open the lines of communication, we might be able to solve some of the gender problems at Notre Dame.

I invite everyone interested in improving gender relations at Notre Dame to sign up for this workshop at the Women's Resource Center, located in the Student Government Office. Although it will not solve all of the gender problems, we hope to start the ball rolling towards a better relationship between the men and women of Notre Dame.

SARAH KAHLER
Gender Relations Committee

Goodbye

I told you not to worry. I said I would say goodbye. I feel I owe you that after all that you've done for me. I owe you at least a goodbye. Goodbye to the pain. Goodbye to the nightmares, Goodbye to the insecurities that paralyze my emotions and fuel my apathy. Goodbye to the shame. Goodbye to the guilt. Goodbye to depriving myself happiness because I don't feel worthy of it. I told you I would say goodbye. Now that I've said goodbye I can say I love you, and I could never leave you.

ANONYMOUS

CARE Chairpersons: MICHIE CUMMINGS, ND STACY JONES, ND ANN LYLE, SMC CANDACE NOVAK, SMC

Dear Editor:

This letter is in response to Kelly O'Neill's "Society...the real reason for the gender gap" (Inside Column March 15, 1994). I would like to reassure Ms. O'Neill's points about strained gender relations, society, and Notre Dame and to offer a step towards a solution.

We have all heard or said "Dating here stinks," "Notre Dame men are..." or "Notre Dame women don't..." many times. Many students are not satisfied with gender relations at Notre Dame. Where do these problems come from and how can we improve the situation? I agree with Ms. O'Neill that gender problems do not exist at Notre Dame alone. The strained relations...
Dear Editor,

The last a dramatic recount of the rape which I endured, although every incident and every detail is frightening and mine is no exception. However, that is not the purpose of this letter, it is informative not explanatory. I hope and pray that you will never need to make use of the information I am passing onto you, yet I also wish we lived in a world that I out of every 4 women are not sexually assaulted in their lifetime. My only desire is that women as well, can be avoided more often in the future.

First I would like to clear up many of the misconceptions regarding Student Affairs. Eventually I mustered up the courage to bring the issue to Student Affairs, about a month after the incident. I had gone to the hospital and had records. However, that was not my intention. I did so because my hospital was concerned about my physical state and was very careful that no police reports, etc. were made. Because I felt that other women were at risk, I decided to go through the University system which was not difficult for me because the person was a former friend, and I had just wanted to put it behind me. Student Affairs was very confidential and the most part kept me as informed as possible while protecting his rights, which was frustrating for me, but a necessary evil. I did not know at the time of the rape (which occurred after parietals) that I would not be found responsible for breaking the law, (under the circum-
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Fashion Show

Football players, models, students support
Thurgood Marshall Scholarship

By CAROLYN WILKENS
Accent Writer

With swinging hips and a slicked back fit, the models dove down the runway. The form fit clothing created a smooth line that emphasized the models' figures. The audience, made up mostly of students, listened intently and observed with the attentiveness of professors who were involved in their own classes. In a flash of splathy coloring, the models' attire, both female and male, African-American, Caucasian, Asian, and Hispanic, ran to showcase clothes intended only for toned limbs, present on the runway before strutting down the ramps. Each model strutted with a sharpness that defined the way they carry themselves on the runway, the models' expressions blending together to create a smooth flow.

The show highlighted Chicagoland designer Tim Bohr, who exhibited his own line of Labof's Designs, featuring men's clothing tailored to his taste. Women's clothing included multi-printed suits and multi-printed silk shirts. Fashion designer Fuddie Lewis presented his line of women's clothing as well, with a special line of eye-catching red dresses.

The hours of practice finally paid off as the models strutted their stuff with a sharpness that defined the clothes that they wore. "You can see everyone's personalities reflected in the way they carry themselves on stage," commented model Derrick Montoya. "Some people who are quiet and shy are smooth which is fine. Those who are more bold will make eye contact." The models practiced the help of a professional model and show choreographer Angela Jackson to perfect the show. All their efforts finally paid off. The fashion show took place Saturday at the JACC when the actual show, "It's possible that with the proceeds we may even help more students and provide for the STD to enter the body, the fluid which contains the microorganisms must come in contact with the mucous membranes of the vagina, anus, or mouth of the sex act. Due to the wide variety of STD, there are a host of signs and symptoms that may indicate the presence of an infection: mild to severe burning upon urination, discharge, painless, genital lesions, presence of flat or cauliflower shaped warts in the genital or facial region, flu-like symptoms, fever, headache, swollen glands, pelvic pain, rashes, and genital inflammation. Some of the signs and symptoms are specific to certain STDs, while others are more general in scope. For many diseases, women are less likely to suffer the symptoms than men, and often times display no external symptoms at all. Thus, it is especially important for women to have regular gynecological exams if they are sexually active.

Many of the signs and symptoms of STD have non-sexual related causes, thus only medical testing can identify the real cause. Hence, if any of the symptoms occur after engaging in a high risk activity, medical testing should be sought as soon as possible. Here at Notre Dame, the University Health Services performs private testing for all STD, including HIV. Simply call and make an appointment, giving a first name only, with one of the doctors.

Students pay only for the lab work, ranging from 15-35 dollars, and any possible medications needed, therefore the cost of precaution is considered less than at an outside hospital. All bills can be paid in cash to assure the anonymity of the patient, and by law parents cannot be notified by the University Health Services of the test results.

Most STD can successfully be treated if detected early. So, Stay Healthy by being Careful!
Monday, March 28, 1994

This battle of the bands was to be the campus music event of the year, where 23 of Notre Dame's most talented bands would come together and dis­play their talent and diversity. It was decided that campus music had to offer, and this annual music critic was ready to take in all six hours of this extravaganza.

Despite the noticeable ab­sence of four of the campus' more well known bands: Victoria's Real Secret, George and the Freeks, Sabotage Latino, and Candy Flip, I was more than eager to take a deep breath and dive into the six hours of musical stew that was to follow.

6:10 - Running a little late, I flew into Stepan Center lament­ing that I might have missed even a minute of music, but like all large events it was run­ning later than I was. A quick check of the judges revealed a mixed group of faculty and stu­dents, with a wide spectum of tastes if not know­ledge... It looked as if the evening winner would be com­pletely up for grabs.

6:25 - The first band of the evening was Check Engine. The combination of punk icon Joe Cannon in a blue mechan­ic's jump suit and the bands high octane mix of bluesy jazz instrumentals and crazy greasy punk set the tone for the rest of the night... anything goes.

6:50 - After a slight mix up that saw someone leading Jenny bumped to a later time slot, the fresh­man band Slight of Hand took the stage. Their Traveler-esque band of rock and blues showed that they are a band with potential and that with time they will be a sound to be reckoned with.

7:05 - Up next were the sec­ular Sunday massers Kevin & Matt. The highlight of their acoustic folk set was a cover of "Jack and Diane," by John Mellencamp.

7:20 - James Kennedy's open­ing monologue covering the his­tory of Cameo revealed the shock­ing fact that the bands lead singer, Kate Connell, was actually a remotely controlled robot. In this case it was by no means a detriment to their set which was a brilliant fifteen minutes of bouncy, crunchy K pop. Their beauti­fully simple melodies amusingly seductive vocals make me think that these youngsters are more into the sonics of kool youth rock; so, if you see them call them where they've been.

8:15 - From the embers of Access Denied and Disfunktion rose the phoenix of Access Defunkt. A stage full of performers, including back-up singers, was ready to transform Stepan Center into that swing­ing 60's nightclub atmosphere. Their set seemed to be right off of Sting's "Bring on the Night," and as they produced fifteen minutes of infectious jazzy pop I almost felt like dancing... al­most.

8:30 - After a two hour respite Joe Cannon was back on stage. This time in a suit and this time playing bass for Spoonfed. Their well construct­ed slamming pop-punk was slightly reminiscent of Jawbreaker and was most pleasing for the soul.

8:45 - Just as True North be­gan to play the bus from St. Joe High school pulled into Stepan Center and the horde of teenage hipsters flicked to wor­ship their teenage guitar her­oe, Mike Nolan. The True North set was a delightful con­struction of straightforward rock and roll that sure made the kids happy. Their ever pop­ular original, "September," was met with raucous approval from the gathered crowd. All I know is that you have got to love a band with a flute player.

9:05 - The acoustic folksy sound of Tabula Rasa was... well... it was considerably quieter than most of the other bands.

9:30 - Next on stage were the teen dream popsters that make you want to groove, the RoadApples. Their set of solid originals, which included the smash hit "West Virginia Girl," was in the vein of the classic modern rockers Material Issue with even a hint of rockabilly. The high school hipster crowd which came to see True North found themselves also drawn to this bands hypnotic groove and soon the whole crowd was rocking to the beat.

9:45 - I must admit that I find the genre of country music par­ticularly distasteful but the solo renderings of Michael McGlinn were so solid that they won my respect. His songs were heart­felt and from the soul and suc­ceeded in winning over even the coldest members of the audience.

10:00 - The hour of truth was at hand, the most intense moment of the evening. The True North set included a song with a slight Irish Jig undertone to it that got the student body danc­ing and dreaming of green fields of clover.

11:00 - The music of emily is not for the faint of heart and this night was no different. Their high and loud punk sound resounded throughout Stepan Center and was met with mixed emotions. Those who enjoy a hard and loud sound realized that they were experiencing a rare treat but those with delicate ears must have had quite a different reac­tion.

11:15 - I had often wondered exactly who Sunshine Wine were. Despite the noticeable absence of most of the judges, they had traveled a path that had led me to peaks of joy and val­leys of anguish. I fear at this point you may ask who were they? The answer is "Spoonfed." Their entirely original set had a slightly reminiscent of a certain driving guitar rock seemed a little too loud and beautiful. The remainder of their set was just an observer like so many others who had gathered at Stepan Center for this night of musical bliss. Fortunately, however, I am also a quix­otic critic who gets to write his humble opinion in the newspa­pers.

11:45 - True to their name­sake the Road Runner (and some other stuff that I don't presently recall) was a lot ofcarryable fun. Their set had a full set of covers, their grossly horn section was the only thing in spice to what could have been another boring cover band. The incredible Sharks "Sunshine" had the brave souls who had made it after the night up and dance like there was no tomorrow.

12:00 - For the fans left who's appetite for taste was not yet sated, StonePearlDanzig- Sabbath sound had not been filled. Katarhia was ready with their supportive prayers. They opened with a version of "Funk" which in all honesty threw me into a fit of convulsions of ecstasy. The remainder of their set was composed of two origi­nals and a Black Sabbath trib­ute.

12:15 - By this time it was actually more like 1:30 and I had long since decided on a path that had led me to peaks of joy and val­leys of anguish. A fact I fear at this point you may ask who were they? The answer is "Spoonfed." Their entirely original set had a slightly reminiscent of a certain driving guitar rock seemed a little too loud and beautiful. The remainder of their set was just an observer like so many others who had gathered at Stepan Center for this night of musical bliss. Fortunately, however, I am also a quix­otic critic who gets to write his humble opinion in the newspa­pers.

1:45 - After six hours of musi­cians pouring their hearts and souls out on stage through amps and PA's, it was now up to the judges. All told, both bands knew the judges' decision would be the question that would remain the very best on band cam­paignto the judges. All the questions were swift in coming and re­flected their overall conserva­tiveness. As expected, both bands went to Access Defunct, second place for the judges. So, the first place went to the RoadApples. My mind was too numb at this point to ask how that came to be the decision, although my top three would have been dif­ferent. (And vocals 2.Cripe Street 1, July). I must admit that I was just an observer like so many others who had gathered at Stepan Center for this night of musical bliss. Fortunately, however, I am also a quix­otic critic who gets to write his humble opinion in the newspa­papers.
Florida's 3-point flury ends
B.C.'s improbable journey

by STEVEN WINE
Associated Press

MIAMI

Craig Brown's flurry of 3-pointers provided an appropriate path to the Final Four for the Florida Gators, who knocked off USC Thursday night.

Brown hit 3-pointers on consecutive possessions to break open a close game Sunday, and unheralded Florida won the East Regional by beating Boston College 74-66.

The Gators (29-7) earned their first trip to the Final Four, where they will play South Regional champion Duke (27-5) in Saturday's national semifinals at Charlotte, N.C.

"We feel great about our opportunity," said Brown, who scored 21 points and was named the region's outstanding player. "After we cut down one net, we got in the locker room, and coach told us we forgot to cut down the other net. I told him, 'Hey, we're not at this.'"

Boston College, which at No. 9 was the lowest seed remaining in the tournament, finished 23-11.

"It's been a lot of fun getting here, but coming so far and being so close, it's going to hurt," said Bill Curley, who scored 20 points for the Eagles.

Southeastern Conference co-champion Florida entered the regional as the No. 3 seed but was still lightly regarded, in part because of the program's lackluster past. The Gators had made only three previous NCAA tournament appearances and were 2-7 just two years ago.

Losses by Connecticut, North Carolina and Indiana helped clear the way for Florida in the region's top two seeds.

"These players have not been distracted at all by the low expectations," Kruger said. "We've read the papers and seen that everyone has played badly against us. We appreciate that. Today, we won a game."

The catalyst was Brown, the only senior in Florida's starting lineup. His big baskets turned a 56-53 deficit into a 62-56 lead with 3:50 remaining. The turnaround marked the 15th and final lead change.

"I'd like to give Tim Kruger credit. They weren't our easy shots. BC guarded it pretty well. But he stepped up and hit them a little bit at a time."

Boston College coach Jim O'Brien said 16 points were the difference.

"I thought we guarded him pretty well," O'Brien said. "He took the ball away from the basket, turned around and took the shots. Defensively, you don't mind if he takes shots like that. But give him credit — he stepped up and hit them.

"Boston College squandered chances to close the deficit. The Eagles missed four of five free throws in the final 3:24 and committed three turnovers in the last minute.

Florida has always been a football state, and it took nothing for fans to catch basketball fever. The Gators played 14 games before their first sellout at home. But on Sunday, Florida had a partisan crowd roaring with nearly 3,000 fans.

"We're trying to build a foundation for years to come," Brown said.

Brown scored 14 points and Damien Hill 12 for the Gators. Andrew DeaClerq gave them an unexpected boost with 16 points — nearly double his average — and 13 rebounds.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame campus, 1014 Lafreniere and from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. at 309 Haggar College Center. Deadlines for next-day classifieds is 3 p.m. All classifieds must be prepaid. The charge is 20 cents per characters per day, including spaces.

**NOTICES**

For Books & Records
Every Saturday
But Sunday 530-5342
To sell or trade your old books.
FOR SALE

**FOUNDED**
Goddle's great used semi-

**FOUND**
A really great watch in Delphius room 351 or 352. To identify $	ext{X}^2$

LOST & FOUND

**LOST & FOUND**

**LOST**

**SALE**

**Sched. & Team lists**

**CAPT. MEETING**

**173-4032**

Money in Rugby, third floor
Contact Kaleb 277 6703

**WANTED**

STDFCO Alaska offers this summer:
Marine Services 1-800-289-2015

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up to $5000/mo. on cruise ships or land tours companies. Work travel. Summer & Fall/Fall employment available. No experience necessary. For info, call: 210-634-0466 ext. 0675

ALASKA FISHERIES SUMMER EMPLOYMENT! Earn up to $100/hr working on a in catching, processing, on potteries, World travel. Summer & Fall/Fall. 2-3 months, No experience necessary. For more information, call: 210-634-0466 ext. 0675

GILLIS REALTY: 2 BIKES $50. EA. & FAX. 272-6306

KYLE KUSKE
Happy (early) Birthday! To both of you. Jamison and Alex. You are the 2 people in one and one of you makes up the other. I don't have any limits on how long I'm going to tolerate that! Beer isn't stupid.

PRO-CHOICE! PRO-LIFE!

237-5558 FOR MORE

Wrigleyville Apartment - Avail. May 1, 3 BR up in graying tennis make the job easier. Call Kelly or Juddie at 291-1444 for a quick on our new one-derestricted mileage rates.

FLORIDA TODAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1994

IF AND BREAKFAST FOR gradu­

AXLE AND HURDLES - to

We're gonna have 20-30 people.

and come on-out!

Mon. 7:30

Dr. Sheikh Speaks.

and come on-out!

Mon. 7:30

CAMPUS!

Wrigleyville Apartment - 314 LaFortune and from 12 noon to 3 p.m. at the Student Center.

The Observer weekly classifieds in stores. Call for more information.

1-800-289-2015

Wrigleyville Apartment - Avail. May 1, 3 BR up in graying tennis make the job easier. Call Kelly or Juddie at 291-1444 for a quick on our new one-derestricted mileage rates.

TICKETS

1 Way, INDIVIDUALS $75 I S/A tickets $84-8222 or 219-844- 3477

FOR SALE: 3 Show Cohen tickets in Chicago this Friday night Face Value $25 each (not negotiable). First come, first served.

FOR SALE: 4 Broken Social tickets in Chicago this Friday night Face Value $20 each (not negotiable). First come, first served.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.

FOR SALE: 10 or more numerical mileage rates.
Keady may keep Big Dog on a leash

Associated Press

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. Glenn Robinson, the nation's leading scorer and Naismith college player of the year, indicated Sunday that he will stay at Purdue for his senior season rather than turn pro.

"I know it's hard to turn down money like that, but the money will be there when I want to leave," Robinson told CBS after being named the Naismith Award winner.

Robinson, who led the nation with a 30.3 scoring average, probably will be the No. 1 pick in the June NBA draft if he decides to give up his last year of eligibility.

But Robinson said that is not much of a factor.

"Well, if I were the No. 1 pick now, then maybe I could be the No. 1 pick next year because, hopefully, my game will improve," he said with a laugh.

After the Boilermakers were beaten 69-60 by Duke on Saturday in the NCAA Southeast Regional, Robinson appeared angry when reporters asked if he had played his last college game.

"Until I hold a press confer­ence," Adams said.

Robinson said he would not make any decision without talking to his parents and Purdue coach Gene Keady.

"I'm going to just relax, I have a lot of time," he said. "If I stay that's fine." But Robinson has until mid-May to give up his college eligibility and make himself available for the draft.

The deadline is April 30.

The Naismith Award winner said he has already ruled out leaving college to go professional.

"That's what he's been saying all along. And if he changes his mind, he's going to call a press conference," Adams said.

Robinson's 30.3 average not only made him the national player of the year, but also the Big Ten player of the year, and holds the record for most points scored along real well and most of the team will be back next year.

"The whole team will be back except for the graduation losses," Adams said.

"I stay that's fine."
Wynn continued from page 16

He recorded 19 tackles last season, and also had three sacks. And these statistics were compiled under the conservative scheme of former defensive coordinator Rick Minter.

Under the more aggressive system of new defensive coach Bob Davie, Wynn will look to play a more integral role in rushing the passer and containing the run outside.

"It's a new defense and a new system. It lets us to better show what we can do," he said.

Under Davie's system, Wynn will be able to utilize his greatest physical asset, his speed. "They're very fast," said defensive tackle Ryan Leahy of both Wynn and teammate Bert Berry. "They get around you really quick and they're tough to block."

The sophomore's physical attributes perfectly fit him in the mold that Davie tries to chisel for his linebackers. And the coach's ability to motivate his players on the field has given Wynn a sense of respect and desire to perform well.

"He's one of the best coaches in the nation," Wynn continued. "He knows what he wants from his players, and he makes us better. He's really intense."

Even as intense as Renaldo Wynn is, the coach's ability to motivate his players on the field has given Wynn a sense of respect and desire to perform well.

"He's one of the best coaches in the nation," Wynn continued. "He knows what he wants from his players, and he makes us better. He's really intense."

Even as intense as Renaldo Wynn.

If you see sports happening, call The Observer at 631-4543 and let us know.

Opening Day is Coming!

And we want YOU to throw out the first pitch!

Would you like to represent the student body at the March 30 home opener of the 1994 Notre Dame Baseball season at the inaugural game of Frank Eck Stadium by throwing out the first pitch?

Just fill this out and return it to:

Student First Pitch Contest
Sports Marketing Department - JACC
by 5:00 p.m. Monday, March 28

Name:
Address:
Phone:
Class:

Winner will be notified by 6 p.m. Monday, March 28

ATTENTION COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SOPHOMORES

If you are interested in serving on the College of Business Administration College Council, please submit your resume and a letter of recommendation from a BA faculty member to:

Assistant Dean Sam Gaglio
Room 132 Hayes-Healy Center

no later than April 8, 1994

The Observer • SPORTS
Monday, March 28, 1994

Becton banged up

By MIKE NORBUT
Assistant Sports Editor

Though freshman tailback Robert Farmer returned to practice Saturday, junior Lee Becton injured his leg and sat out of practice yesterday.

He was on crutches yesterday and is currently on a day-to-day playing basis.

DEFENSE DOMINATES

In passing drills Saturday, the defensive secondary continued to get the best of the offense. Junior Jeremy Nau, freshman Brian Perry, and freshman John Bishop all recorded interceptions. Junior receiver Charlie Stafford continued to impress, however, as he continually made the tough catch in traffic.

CENTER SEARCH

In the hunt to find a replacement for Tim Ruddy, offensive line coach Joe Moore has been vacillating between Rick Kaczewski and Greg Sterz, two scholarship athletes with nearly no game experience at center.

Notre Dame Students & Faculty

We want to make your road to success a little smoother!

Prior Offers Excluded. This offer good on next visit to Jordan's only.

New Car Student Plan

Plan Now!

With Kemwel's
New Car Student Plan

Trading in the books for the back roads of Europe this summer? Travel the roadways in style in a brand-new 1994 Peugeot, direct from the factory! For just $429, students 18 years and older can rent a Peugeot 106 four-door hatchback for two weeks. Split between four people, that's just $107 per person! And when compared to the typical cost of a rail pass, it's the most economical way to go where you want, when you want—in Belgium, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain or the United Kingdom.

For reservations, see your travel agent or call 1-800-727-4531

Includes full factory warranty • All taxes • Unlimited mileage • Non-deductible collision insurance • Extra days just $12 • Free pick-up and delivery in most major French cities • Small charge in other countries • Other models available • Offer good through December 31, 1994

Kemwel

Tour Europe in a New Peugeot for Just $31• Day*

* Based on 14-day rental term of $429
**SPELUNKER**

**JAY HOSLER**

**THE FAR SIDE**

**GARY LARSON**

---

**FOUR FOOD GROUPS OF THE APOCALYPSE**

**DAVE KELLETT**

---

**CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**

| 20 | Some bikes |
| 21 | "| |
| 22 | Judge |
| 23 | Place for E.M.K. |
| 24 | Little demon |
| 25 | Sinful John |
| 26 | Listless |
| 27 | Means of connection |
| 28 | Gemster's |
| 29 | Like some cars |
| 30 | Baked Sole Jardinere |
| 31 | Sardine |
| 32 | Some candy boxes |
| 33 | "I'm a sole man."

**DOWN**

| 1 | Kind of arts or law |
| 2 | With cruelty |
| 3 | Film |
| 4 | The little house with a kick? |
| 5 | A group portrayed in A. R. Gurney's play |
| 6 | Marred |
| 7 | Insert, as a laugh |
| 8 | Without |

---

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

**JASON KELLY'S PICK**

**NOTRE DAME**

**SAINt MARY'S**

---

**OF INTEREST**

**EASTER FOOD BASKETS**

The World Hunger Coalition will be assembling and distributing Easter Food Baskets from 2 p.m. - 7 p.m. today in Stepan Center. Volunteers are needed at anytime this afternoon.

**River Runs Through It,** will be shown tonight at 7:30 in 126 DeBartolo. Admission is free.

**Engineering and Science Juniors** are strongly encouraged to begin their resume preparation by attending a Resume Writing Lab (using Resume Expert Plus) from 3:00 until 5:00 p.m. Friday in 228 DeBartolo. On-computer assistance and suggestions for writing, formatting, and customizing your resume and completing required search codes. Start now and turn in for inclusion on our database for employment referrals and resume books. Advance sign-up recommended by calling 5200. Presented by Paula Cook, Assistant Director, Career and Placement Services.

**Dr. Zubie Sheikh lectures on "The Post-Term Baby: A Club of Cains" or special patient?** Dr. Sheikh is an expert in fetal medicine. A great lecture for those who are unsure of their position on abortion, tonight from 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. in 126 DeBartolo.

**Sexual Awareness Week.** Tonight at 7:00 p.m. Steve Thompson will speak on Sexual Assault in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

---

**DYING HALL**

**NOTRE DAME**

Turkey Rice Soup
Baked Sole Jardinere
Italian Green Beans

**SAINT MARY'S**

For menu information, call 284-4500.

---

**STUDENT UNION BOARD PRESENTS**

**William F. Buckley**

Speaks at Stepan Center at 7:30
Tuesday March 29, 1994
Tickets $3 at Lafortune Info Desk

---

**THE ACOUSTIC CAFE**

**Thursday Night In the Huddle**

From 9pm to 1:30 am

---

Student Union Board Presents
William F. Buckley
Speaks at Stepan Center at 7:30
Tuesday March 29, 1994
Tickets $3 at Lafortune Info Desk
Softball can't escape the elements

By MEGAN McGRATH
Sports Writer

Notre Dame softball coach Liz Miller hoped this weekend's trip to the Winthrop Invitational in Rock Hill, S.C. would offer a respite from the cold, wet South Bend weather that was forcing the team to practice inside.

Unfortunately, the championship round of the tournament was washed out Sunday and the inclement weather delayed the team while traveling back to Notre Dame to prepare for their home opener Wednesday against Michigan.

The Irish were able to play three games Saturday, defeating Maine 3-1, host Winthrop 6-1 and Mercer 8-0 to claim first place in the C-pool.

In the first game, senior southpaw Terri Kobata went the distance for Notre Dame giving up one run on two hits and striking out eight. The Irish shelled Midwestern Collegiate Conference rival LaSalle with 30 runs on 32 hits in two games. The Irish (7-4) swept Saturday's doubleheader with a 9-2 and a 21-1 victory over the Explorers.

Coach Pat Murphy was pleased with his team's offensive performances.

"It was good to break out offensively. It definitely gives us some confidence," said Murphy who used a number of inexperienced players in the games.

"We're a young team and it was good to get some of the younger players some quality playing time. We still have a long way to go, but we're definitely improving day after day—with both our pitching and offense."

In the first game, senior southpaw Tom Price (3-2) went seven innings allowing only seven hits and two runs for an 8-2 win.

Junior pitcher Joy Battersby got the win with five innings of shut-out work. Sophomore walk-on Trish Sorensen saw her first collegiate action with two innings of relief against Winthrop, giving up one run on two hits.

Sorensen later earned her first win as the lead-off hitter.

Sophomore defensive end Renaldo Wynn is ready to step into the spotlight.

By MIKE NORBUT
Assistant Sports Editor

In the football team's first practice in full pads Saturday, head coach Lou Holtz lined up his players for an all out, full contact tackling drill.

And no one was more excited than Renaldo Wynn. "It's the hardest drill we do, but it's a great help," Wynn said. "We have a high level of intensity, and it gets everyone pumped up. It's really good for us."

Wynn was at the bottom of the pile in every play, and his hits on ball carriers were heard and felt by every bystander. But this intensity on the field was matched only by his emphatic cheers for his teammates.

"That's to be expected, though, from a sophomore penciled in as a starter at outside linebacker. "I'm definitely ready to step up as a starter," he continued. "I started a few games last year, and now they're looking for me to set an example."

Wynn started six games last year, three at linebacker and three at defensive end. He immediately jumped into a starting role last spring after never even seeing a down of playing time as a freshman.